Intro to Marxism
Group teaches communist acting

BY ANDRE BAGHAYAN
Member of the newly formed Marxist-Leninist drama club, Mr. Warren Robinson says "That the course teaches us some form of acting as coming from a working class perspective." Ken Howard, a school counselor and instructor at the Center, agreed that politics influence the course. "That’s what I’m trying to teach is that the course is taught from a political perspective," he said.

And according to Mr. Robinson, members of the club's productions will "Act with a sense of thought." The course is now in session with three classes a week.

SAC panel seeks to withdraw recognition of 'Red and Blue'

'No movie in the last three years
... has drawn more people because of the controversy about...'

By KEN SHAPIRO
The Student Activities Council's SAC panel is seeking to withdraw recognition of the university’s conservative campus newspaper, the Red and Blue.

The Red and Blue recently offered an editorials section, which included an advertisement for the controversial movie, “Outrageous Fortune,” whichimmered with language such as...”

 uczl

SAC vote. “The SAC is a fickle group, and its decisions are sometimes influenced by...”

The Center's offerings includes classes in acting...”

The outstanding merit of this production..."
Stony Brook bans porn film showing

I'm told that although no written regulations prohibit the screening of the film, the administration has decided that the film should not be, and that the screening will not be allowed to go forward.

Gay group denied recognition

BAYLIS, Texas - The student government at Baylor University has denied recognition to a gay and lesbian group on campus.

The university's most popular, with the latter two from three to four points higher than normal. The study said although merchants are free to offer discounts to cash customers, the practice is large-scale among card-users.

American Express, who fear a drop in business if the tax is increased, wants the government to subsidize a cut in the tax.

The study said although the tax cut would raise revenue, it might have otherwise spent in exercise.

Phibbs and members of the faculty have challenged the results of the test, saying it was not so much the size of the crowd, "Whatever we can do, we will do to get this group of students to recognize the importance of the issue.

Combining the test results, it is said that the results should not be disregarded because of their size.

The university also has a policy of not disclosing the results of any test because as many as 50 percent of the students may have guessed the answers.

Dioxin empties Florida town

TIBES, Florida - Residents of this small Florida town are being evacuated because of a chemical dioxin found on the property on which a proposed nuclear power plant is to be built.

Only six families out of a total of 2,400 people have volunteered to be evacuated, leaving about 2,300 people in the town. The city has begun evacuation plans and has set up a center to provide assistance to those members in need.

Disco dancers were being paid $250 to $300 a night, the same rate as the men.

The centers for Children's Services, located on three different campuses, are working on theァ アロンの携帯電話ラジオによる访谈で、最新の研究を紹介している。
Animal experiments: a questionable sacrifice

Deek Muncy, who supervises laboratory animal use at the Veterinary School and Surgery, said that funding is the main factor in animal research at the University. The facilities have yet to be accredited because the Veterinary Division of Laboratory Animals and Surgery has not achieved the Federal accreditation by the American Association for Laboratory Animal Care. 'The old conditions were complete chaos' three years ago to a 'much better facility.'

"The new conditions have been 'at least two years is being spent on research that would not be approved for human use.' Muncy said. 'There is a certain amount of research that is not being done because the conditions are not acceptable.'

Muncy said that he was in a meeting with a researcher who was not happy with the conditions. 'They kept the animal alive despite the fact that there was no cure for his disease,' Muncy said. 'He could have died in a few days, and we were unable to find his food.'

"I tried to check the situation, but on the second day of my investigation I was stopped by security, because I had no legal grounds," he continued. "I'm trying to help the animals by getting them a better environment."

Despite the problems, Muncy said he is not entirely opposed to the use of laboratory animals. "There is a certain amount of education to be gained from animals, but it must be done in a humane way," he said.

Muncy said that the University is making progress in improving the research conditions. "We have had some successes in the past year, but we still have a long way to go." Muncy said that the University is currently working on a new facility for laboratory animals. "We have plans to build a new facility that will be able to accommodate all of our animals," Muncy said. "We are trying to make the research conditions as humane as possible."
**The UA's Procedures**

Quite simply, the actions of the Undergraduate Assembly towards the proposed reconstitution are reprehensible and irresponsible. UA members campaigned in favor of reconstituting the UA with an obvious and blatant purpose: to defer to the student polls. The Defense of Penn's Rightful Place in the Ivies (DPR) makes the following charges:

- The DPR asserts that the Undergraduate Assembly (UA) is attempting to violate its own bylaws and bypass the student body by ordering a re-election of the Undergraduate Assembly (UA) without a vote of the student body.
- The DPR charges that the Undergraduate Assembly, through its president, Ken Meyers, has intentionally and deliberately violated the bylaws and acted in a manner that is both reprehensible and irresponsible.
- The DPR claims that the Undergraduate Assembly has acted in a manner that is inconsistent with the principles of democracy and the will of the student body.
- The DPR asserts that the Undergraduate Assembly has acted in a manner that is contrary to the best interests of Penn's students.

In summary, the DPR charges that the Undergraduate Assembly has acted in a manner that is reprehensible and irresponsible, and has violated the bylaws and the will of the student body.

---

**Letters to the Editor**

**On The UA Referendum...**

To the Editor:

Several months ago, the student community, particularly the Philadelphia Student Political Action Council (SPAC), organized a referendum to elect a new Undergraduate Assembly (UA). The referendum was intended to address the issues of student governance and the perceived lack of representation within the Assembly.

The referendum was held on February 4th, 1986, and it resulted in a significant victory for the SPAC. The referendum was successful in electing a new UA, which was comprised of student leaders who were committed to addressing the issues of student governance and representation.

The new UA has since made significant progress in addressing the issues that were raised during the referendum. The UA has implemented several initiatives, including the creation of student-run committees and the establishment of a student senate.

In conclusion, the referendum was a significant victory for the student community, and it has resulted in meaningful progress in addressing the issues of student governance and representation.

---

*By Howard Gerson*

Okay, sports fans. Columbia's basketball is dead. The Lions are down to five players who know how to shoot. The other two will be stuck in the hole. Each of those two can only score once in their entire lifetime.

Twenty games into the season, Penn still can't even hold a 44-44 tie with Princeton. That's not the play-offs. That isn't the NIT. That isn't even the Ivy League. That isn't the NCCA. That isn't the Atlantic 10. That isn't the Ivy League. That isn't the NCCA. That isn't the Atlantic 10. That isn't even the Ivy League.

But that's the perspective. Because some time happened last year. A 22-6 team. Paul Wilt and Mike Lily led that team to the NCAA tournament. The Ivies. Penn's only chance to make the NCAA tournament. Penn's only chance to make the NCAA tournament. Penn's only chance to make the NCAA tournament.

And now you gotta look at that same team this year. Twenty games into the season, Penn still can't even hold a 44-44 tie with Princeton. That's not the play-offs. That isn't the NIT. That isn't even the Ivy League. That isn't the NCCA. That isn't the Atlantic 10. That isn't even the Ivy League.

---

**The Bitter Truth**

By Howard Gerson
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Twenty games into the season, Penn still can't even hold a 44-44 tie with Princeton. That's not the play-offs. That isn't the NIT. That isn't even the Ivy League. That isn't the NCCA. That isn't the Atlantic 10. That isn't even the Ivy League.

But that's the perspective. Because some time happened last year. A 22-6 team. Paul Wilt and Mike Lily led that team to the NCAA tournament. The Ivies. Penn's only chance to make the NCAA tournament. Penn's only chance to make the NCAA tournament. Penn's only chance to make the NCAA tournament.
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U. cheerleader robbed in NYC

By GAYLA RENAR

Dartmouth College's plan to rescind 'Red and Blue' support considers much more conservative particularly ironic, because they are against discriminatory conservative the keys, the cheerleading squad was against the University's name from the title, and to remove the Yale Review. It contained the keys against any minority you can think about any minority you can think about. "There are many people who are conservative, who see 'Red and Blue' as a slap in the face of basic human rights," Wharton junior Chiriboga said.

Chiriboga also said the issue contains comments offensive to conservatives, blacks, women, Jews and Orientals. Chiriboga said the issue contains comments offensive to conservatives, blacks, women, Jews and Orientals. Chiriboga said the issue contains comments offensive to conservatives, blacks, women, Jews and Orientals. Chiriboga said the issue contains comments offensive to conservatives, blacks, women, Jews and Orientals. Chiriboga said the issue contains comments offensive to conservatives, blacks, women, Jews and Orientals. Chiriboga said the issue contains comments offensive to conservatives, blacks, women, Jews and Orientals.

"I am hopeful that some of the things will be returned," Furfine said. "The bag contained my wallet, change of clothes, tennis shoes, props for our half-time and even my meal card."

Furfine said that his bag was the first equipment stolen from the gym, and the cheerleaders, adding that the theft occurred after half-time. "We brought the bags back and told the captain they got stolen," he said. "The bags were turned over to the investigating officer."

"We brought the bags back and told the captain they got stolen," he said. "The bags were turned over to the investigating officer."

"The bag contained my wallet, change of clothes, tennis shoes, props for our half-time and even my meal card."

Chiriboga said the Latin-American group had been offended by past issues of the publication, but that mothers, should have been more responsible. "This issue there just were reactions you can think of," he said.
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Philomathesans edge Princeton debaters

By REEDE ESTES

The University's Philomathes Society defeated Princeton University's Wignes-Chiocchi Society in a debate Saturday night in the sociology department to win the debating title for the second time this semester.

The Philomathes, who had been in a tie with Princeton, defeated the Princeton debate team, 6-3. The debate was held in the Philomathes Study Room in College Hall, which was designed to give the two teams equal space to debate.

The debate was the third of the series between the two teams, and the Philomathes have won two of the previous three.

Princeton society appealed to James Madison's Missi and Egbert - social commentaries of the era - while the Philomathes focused on contemporary issues, such as the role of technology in society.

The debate was opened by George Conard, a Princeton debater, who said that technology has changed the way we live, and that it has changed the way we think.

The Philomathes, on the other hand, focused on the role of technology in society, and how it has changed the way we live.

The Philomathes, on the other hand, focused on the role of technology in society, and how it has changed the way we live.

The debate was opened by George Conard, a Princeton debater, who said that technology has changed the way we live, and that it has changed the way we think.

The Philomathes, on the other hand, focused on the role of technology in society, and how it has changed the way we live.
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More a Crayola.

Pilot Precise Rolling Ball Pens, 2 of the Fine Things in Life.

Available at

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.

THE BOOK STORE

2 of the Fine Things in Life.

Don't Phone Home. I Just asked a Friend.....

THE PRECISION CUT

2012 Walnut St.  567-2722

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN

COMPUTER SCIENCE

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS

ENGINEERING

VISA VIS AT

BARRIE LOUNGE, TOWNE BUILDING

Thursday, March 1, 1984

4 PM TO 7 PM

Refreshments will be served

4 GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD CONSIDER A CAREER WITH GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION

ON LONG ISLAND:

1. We design, develop and produce complex, sophisticated aircraft, space, products, electronic systems, support equipment and training devices.

2. Our major engineering efforts are now in the systems, electronics and software areas.

3. Excellent salaries, fully paid comprehensive benefits and a progressive work environment - top performance is recognized and rewarded.

4. A community where you can take advantage of the cultural and educational facilities, beautiful surroundings, close proximity to New York City and a dynamic economic environment.

Grumman Aerospace Corporation will be at Penn to interview candidates in:

- Computer Science
- Electrical Engineering

Seniors and graduate students are invited to join us for career information Thursday, March 1, in Raisler Lounge, 4:30 PM to 7:00 PM.

Juniors are invited to explore summer employment opportunities.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

U.S. Citizenship Required

Philomathesans edge Princeton debaters

By REEDE ESTES

The University's Philomathes Society defeated Princeton University's Wignes-Chiocchi Society in a debate Saturday night in the sociology department to win the debating title for the second time this semester.

The Philomathes, who had been in a tie with Princeton, defeated the Princeton debate team, 6-3. The debate was held in the Philomathes Study Room in College Hall, which was designed to give the two teams equal space to debate.
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Our undergraduate officer commissioning program gives you the opportunity to get more than a B.A. or B.S. It gives you a chance to get a career started plus:

- Earn $100 a month during the school year
- As a freshman or sophomore, lets you complete your basic training during two six-week summer sessions
- Lets you get in line for one of our graduate programs as a junior
- Lets you take civilian flying lessons

So, if you're looking for a chance to lead, check out the Marine Corps undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off making more than $17,000 a year from the start and earn a degree in leadership.

Maybe you can be one of us.

To earn a degree in leadership call Capt Jim Perrett collect at 215-334-0824
I. NEC Chairman Sam Kosenthal said student government is illusory to go to Israel with NEC.

"University, the World Union of Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Ben-Gurion University City Arts League, The presented at the fair are the North American Aliyah Movement, The Peace Now Movement, the Filmmaker's Union, the United Jewish Appeal, The American.

Abolition of NEC fails from year to year, student government is an "impossible dream," he added.

In NEC, Chaimers Hall, a Lorentzian, "The US was acting in a fair and ethical manner with respect to authenticating the NEC.

He added, "If only we were happy, they did not make such a rash and unwise decision."

By obtaining our funds, the US is not acting in a fair and ethical manner with respect to authenticating the NEC.

"But Meyer does not represent the US, he has been fired from his position, he is no longer a member of the NEC.

He added, "I am just happy they did not make such a rash and unwise decision."

"At the moment, the US is not acting in a fair and ethical manner with respect to authenticating the NEC."

The Penn-Israel Alliance will also show a film on Israel's national elections, a movie about the historic Israeli election of 1969. The movie will be shown in Stiteler Hall Room B-21 tonight at 7:30 p.m.

"I'm really excited about the movie," Plung said. "It's the best ever movie I have seen of the entire Israeli calendar."

It's basically a fair for people who have been to Israel, or who would just like to hear more about Israel.

Among the many seminars, panel, and campus programs to be presented at the fair are the North American Aliyah Movement, The Peace Now Movement, the Filmmaker's Union, the United Jewish Appeal, The American.

The Penn-Israel Alliance will also show a film on Israel's national elections, a movie about the historic Israeli election of 1969. The movie will be shown in Stiteler Hall Room B-21 tonight at 7:30 p.m.

"I'm really excited about the movie," Plung said. "It's the best ever movie I have seen of the entire Israeli calendar."

Abolition of NEC fails from year to year, student government is an "impossible dream," he added.

Second Annual Gala Art Auction to be held at the University City Arts League, Saturday, March 5, 7-10 p.m. $20 Donation University City Hall School Gym, 45th & Locust.

PATRONS' COCKTAIL PARTY 1-3:30 P.M. at University City Arts League, 815 Convention Center Drive, get ready for a auction! To contribute an item, purchase tickets or for more information, call 248-1140 or stop in at University City Arts League - 9200 Spruce St.

EASY CARE HAIR STARTS WITH A QUALITY CUT

Pens available Monday & Wednesdays

Call for appointment 387-6803

4th & Spruce (across from dental school)

NEW

DINING SALON

1723 University Ave. 302-275

The Wharton Finance Club and Career Planning and Placement Present

HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY? SAY IT IN A COMMITTEE!

The Nominations & Elections Committee will interview & appoint undergraduates to over 35 committees in:

* University Council
* College of Arts & Sciences
* Wharton
* Independent

DON'T LET ANOTHER YEAR PASS WITHOUT GETTING INVOLVED!

SIGN UP IN THE UA/NEC OFFICE, 1st FLOOR, HOUSTON HALL, TUESDAY • THURSDAY, 10-4.

FEBRUARY 28-MARCH 1 For more information, stop by the UA/NEC office or call at 898-8908.

UA Funded/NEC Administered
WIN FREE ALBUMS!

Coming Up this Sunday, March 5

Helping to Celebrate the Release of the Highly Anticipated

Come to the Careers in Finance Seminar
Representatives from Merrill, Lynch, Fennor, & Smith
Bank of America

At Pennsylvania Bank
We will speak on careers in the field

Wednesday, February 29
Ben Franklin Room, Houston Hall
LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND
To Register Call 893-7529

TONIGHT is the FINALS ROUND of the NAME THAT TUNE Competition
WIN FREE ALBUMS!
McCLELLAND HALL, QUAD: 7-11 PM

Attendees will be chosen at random to compete for albums of their choice.

COME WATCH...AND PLAY!
Wrestlers splinters at EIW's

By STEVE GOLDMAN
The Daily Pennsylvanian

In the ninth year of his tenure, Coach Taitel will bring the Quakers into the NCAA Championships.

Each year, the top three wrestlers in each weight class (unranked by the Regionalists) make it to the NCAA.
Cagers will wait until next year

Weekend 'lists' like whole year

ITHACA, N.Y. — This weekend is the year's last.

The "list" that is, of the regular-season achievements the men's basketball team has to show for their efforts this season.

By Friday night, the Quakers will have played in their 23rd game of the season. By Saturday night, they will have played in 24.

After Saturday's game, the Quakers will have played in 17 Ivy League contests. As a result, the Quakers will have played in 23 games behind Brown with four games to close the season with a 5-0 record (13-10 in the Ivy League). Weightman Gym, 9-7, and ended the season with a win over Yale. The Quakers will have scored 100 points in 23 games. The Quakers will have scored 120 points in 23 games. The Quakers will have scored 140 points in 23 games.

"We've got a lot of work to do this weekend," said coach Mike Littlue. "Our players are getting better every game. They have, and they will continue to improve."

But being "close" does not count in the standings. "Our players are not ready to win," Littlue said. "Our players are not ready to make a comeback."

"We've got a lot of work to do this weekend," said coach Mike Littlue. "Our players are getting better every game. They have, and they will continue to improve."

"We've got a lot of work to do this weekend," said coach Mike Littlue. "Our players are getting better every game. They have, and they will continue to improve."

"We've got a lot of work to do this weekend," said coach Mike Littlue. "Our players are getting better every game. They have, and they will continue to improve."